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This is it what was sent to MTS online on 1/5/18 Awaiting Confirmation Inbox x

Leslie Williams <exposingcourt@gmail.com>
to me

I Made a Very Detailed Formal Complaint with a MTS Supervisor at 11:50 AM on 1/3/18 Concerning what Transpired on Bus Route 204 as it 
also Continued on the Bus Route as The bus left UTC driving along its route, The Supervisior only wrote a Summary leaving out relevant d
of all 3 Persons and only one can be Specifically Identified by name thru MTS that 1 being the Bus Driver -I am Legally stateing i want a Vi
Entire event was predicted by me on a tape recorder before arrivng at UTC as I was sitting waiting for the MTS Bus Route 204 2 seperate in
male around the Age of 30-35 1 black Male probably in his Late 40's as the white Male approached the Bus he gave me a Smirking grin's I 
seperate locations on multiple dates The NUSDPL ,UCSD Campus and Bus Stop's- the Black Male has also harrassed me at Ralphs Grocer
the Bus driver repeatedley attempted to solicit me to introduce my self to the black male-i never did or whould-it was caught on tape on at 
convince me to approach this male and introduce myself-which Is extremely inapproprate. I do have the Tapes-within minutes of the 204 B
passengers on- i boarded the bus sat down at the front  the white male sat directly to my left the Black male went to the back I got up to ge
hand the cress's wehir obstructing my ability to see what i was looking for & at so i shook it psyshcially the black male seemed to start co
started yelling at me with very intimidating statements & behaviors & stateing very bizare statements- i repeatededly told him to Leave me 
then started to intentionally inflame the situation & fed it, thru solicitating lies and harrassing dialog to keep it going by trying to state just
fabrication WHICH can always be Indisputibly proven when these 2 approached the bus stop at UTC i stated in a recording tape recorder co
comes one who's been used before -( meaning they have harrassed me before- and here comes another one who has been used before. as
Bus driver then got up and got directly in my face and went off on me and stated if you dont control yourself and stop harrassing people Y
the Bus driver and both males- then the Black Male conventitly got off the bus AFTER I dialed 911 he was told by me that i was calling the 
statement im getting off the bus i dont have time for this ( Then  he shoudnt of started and continually engaged in this event )- The Bus dri
and psychlogically  & pshysicaly intimidated, while I was being blamed for it MTS you are being notified this was a staged event,the event
called gaslighting wheir people stage a event intentionally act hostile toward you to provoke you to defend yourself and they then blame y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gk4SX5NgibA&index=5&list=PLG0HywY45nLFnk8QEhrmPAQ96d5gYnaRy 
https://targetgangstalking.files.wordpress.com/2011/11/assault11.pdf-     
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